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The Samaritan Club of Calgary 

History Project 

Interview with Wilda Allen by Mara Foster on August 
4, 2015. 

MARA: This is August 4, 2015. I am with Wilda Allen in 
her home in Calgary and I am Mara Foster. We are 
going to talk about your memories of the 
Samaritan Club of Calgary. Have you always lived 
in Calgary? 

WILDA: You say, Calgary. I was born 25 miles South 
East. 

MARA: Where? 

WILDA: Dalemead. 

MARA: How did you get here? 

WILDA: Well, I went to Mount Royal College and then 
went to University of Alberta. 

MARA: Taking what? 

WILDA: Home Ec. Then I went to Toronto and took a 
diatetic internship and worked a couple of years 
and got married and came back here because my 
husband was posted here. 

MARA: Oh? 

WILDA: He was at the University of Western Ontario. 
When he graduated, he came back here for a job, 
so I came along. 

MARA: Uh huh? 

WILDA: So, we’ve been in Calgary ever since. 

MARA: So was he in the oil patch? 

WILDA: No, he was with the Industrial Development Bank, 
originally.  

MARA: Oh? That’s interesting. So you’ve been here. 
What neighbourhood did you first move to? 
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WILDA: The first neighbourhood that we lived in was 
Beltline. Is that Beltline on 12th Avenue and 
17th Avenue? 

MARA: Hmm. Probably. 

WILDA: I think it was Beltline. In an apartment and 
then we went to Briar Hill for three years and 
then we went to south Mount Royal, actually 
Elbow Park for 30 years. 

MARA: Uh huh. 

WILDA: And moved here 20 years ago. It must have been 
25 years ago. 

MARA: And you had children? 

WILDA: Three boys. 

MARA: Where were you when you had your children? 

WILDA: Calgary. 

MARA: What neighbourhood was that? 

WILDA: One was in Briar Hill and two of them were in 
Elbow Park. 

MARA: And so did you have a sense of community? It’s 
usually  easier when you have children. 

WILDA: Oh, yeah. In our days, it wasn’t the nannies who 
met on the street corners, it was the mothers 
with their kids. 

MARA: Yes. That’s an easier way to meet people. 

WILDA: Oh, yes. 

MARA: Then you go to a community school, so that’s 
easy, too. 

WILDA: Well, in our little school down here in Upper 
Elbow Park… we used to think it was South Mount 
Royal but it’s actually Upper Elbow Park and 
William Reid School was there and we fought for 
it and kept it open. Our youngest son was in 
Grade Six. That was the last year that it 
operated as regular English school. We 
campaigned hard enough that we got it turned 
into a bilingual school, over the dead body of 
the School Board. 
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MARA: Oh? 

WILDA: However, since then, they’ve kept it bursting at 
the seams and they’ve built an extra library on 
it and an extra gym.  

MARA: Oh? 

WILDA: Now they’re moving in portable classrooms, I 
think. 

MARA: It’s burgeoning. So they brought in people from 
all over the place. 

WILDA: Well, originally, there was no bussing. I don’t 
know if there is now, but there might be. We 
said, “You’ll save money if you put a bilingual 
school here, because, now you’re bussing all 
those kids out.” 

MARA: Yeah? 

WILDA: “So why don’t you do it here?” Then all of a 
sudden, they had more than they wanted. And 
then, of course, Elbow Park School is [closed] 
for three more years.  

MARA: Oh? Still that long? 

WILDA: But they had all their students up there, but 
there might have been a number but there might 
be a number who would be going to Elbow Park if 
it was down there.  

MARA: It was damaged badly in the flood two years. 

WILDA: And they are rebuilding it. 

MARA: Yeah, that’s interesting. 

WILDA: On stilts, I hope. 

MARA: Oh? [laughter] 

WILDA: It is in the flood plain. 

MARA: It is. It doesn’t look like it’s on stilts to 
me. It looks pretty flat there. 

WILDA: Well, I think they are going to do something 
pretty substantial. They haven’t quite figured 
it out. 

MARA: So tell me about your children. 
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WILDA: The oldest one is in Vancouver. The next one is 
in Vancouver and the third one is here in 
Calgary.   

MARA: Oh?  

WILDA: Four grand-children. A boy and a girl in 
Vancouver and a boy and a girl in Calgary.  

MARA: Oh, wonderful. That’s great. And you’re both 
retired now?  

WILDA: Mm hmm. 

MARA: Did you work as a Home Ec. person, when you… 

WILDA: I worked for five years after we were married. I 
worked at the Colonel Belcher, mostly that’s 
where I was, but I worked for Bell Telephone 
when I was in the east after my internship 
because they had staff cafeterias for the 
telephone operators. 

MARA: Oh? 

WILDA: Of course, they don’t have them anymore, so 
there’s no cafeterias probably. 

MARA: Yeah. So you were more like the dietician for 
the cafeteria. 

WILDA: Well we were the managers, actually. I never 
felt that I had quite the proper training for 
it, but I liked it. 

MARA: It’s kind of fun. So you mentioned the schools 
in your neighbourhood, when you had your kids. 
Any other things about your neighbourhood that 
come to mind when you were raising your kids? 

WILDA: Oh, the soccer games and we lived next door to 
Mr. Hockey. 

MARA: Oh? 

WILDA: Who had quite a good award given to him before 
he passed away. He had all the young boys 
playing hockey. It was before girls were into 
the hockey. All the boys, unless they skied. 

MARA: Who was Mr. Hockey? 

WILDA: Howard Schwartz.  
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MARA: And he just encouraged them? Was there a 
community rink? 

WILDA: Down in Elbow Park. Because, I think the whole 
area was Elbow Park, at that point, in terms of 
hockey, originally. Then it was consolidated and 
consolidated and now they are part of the 
Confederation Arena over on Crowchild and 50th.  

MARA: Oh, all right. 

WILDA: And it is a humming place. It has three indoor 
rinks and its got a cafeteria and we go over and 
watch our grandson play hockey over there. 

MARA: Then how did you hear about the Samaritan Club? 

WILDA: Well, living here, there’s so many around here 
who belong. Francie was my cousin. 

MARA: Francie Hagedorn? 

WILDA: Yes and Marie Maughan. She probably was 
Honourary and she passed away two years ago so 
you probably didn’t know her. Lucille Dundas, I 
knew quite well. And so you always heard about 
it. 

MARA: Heard about the Sales, probably? 

WILDA: I don’t know. I was too busy doing what my age 
group was and then when I got out of that, you 
start looking around to see what else you might 
think about. 

MARA: So by your age group, you mean, being a mom and 
getting your kids to hockey. 

WILDA: Yes. Once they were on their own, then I thought 
to myself, what will I do with myself, now? 

MARA: Uh huh. Who sponsored you, do you remember? 

WILDA: Lucille probably, more than anybody. Francie.  

MARA: Yes. And so when you started did you start as a 
Working Associate. 

WILDA: Mm hmm. 

MARA: And so then you did Sales, I’m sure. 

WILDA: We did Sales. At that stage, the first Sale that 
I was at was down at the Stampede Grounds. 
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MARA: What was that like? 

WILDA: You could smell all the horse manure. [laughter] 

MARA: I’ve heard that. 

WILDA: It was, sort of, a perfectly fine smell because 
I came from a farm.  

MARA: Oh? 

WILDA: And I liked horses, so I didn’t mind. But, it 
was hard to sort of make anything, well it 
wasn’t bad for the rummage sale, I must admit. 
And at that stage, I think they had the Artist’s 
Showcase over in Heritage Park.  

MARA: And so you were involved with that? I forgot to 
ask you, what year do you think you joined?  

WILDA: About ’86. 

MARA: So the Sales were at the Stampede in the barns 
and the Artisan’s ones were at Heritage Park. 

WILDA: And all of a sudden, Heritage decided… Junior 
League got us. 

WILDA: Oh? 

WILDA: Because they decided to try it and then sort of 
weaseled in and then Heritage Park decided they 
weren’t into the sale business. 

MARA: Oh? 

WILDA: So we had to find another place and for a while 
we had it up there where we had the Rummage Sale 
and that was hard to decorate. 

MARA: Oh? 

WILDA: For a sale like that. We went from there down to 
the City Hall. 

MARA: Oh, yes? 

WILDA: Just a minute, it was the other way around. 
First it was Hillhurst Sunnyside and then it was 
down at City Hall. It was when Ralph Klein was 
there and he was the one who was instrumental us 
there. He liked to see us there because he said 
that he was pretty happy to see the public come 
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down and see where City Hall was and actually be 
inside and see, you know, where it was. 

MARA: That’s a good point, because you don’t go there 
unless you have a license matter or a permit 
matter. That’s a good point. 

WILDA: And the cafeteria was most cooperative, at 
first. You know, they would supply cups and 
saucers and we would supply any food that we 
wanted, but they would supply the urns and the 
cups and saucers and what not. The deck guys 
would be on and they could deliver downstairs at 
the dock. 

MARA: Yes? 

WILDA: And bring it up and it was always decorated for 
Christmas, anyway, so it was a nice spot.  

MARA: Tell me about the Artisan’s Showcase. I heard it 
was a lot of work. 

WILDA: It was a lot of work, and they made a lot of 
money because we were the first ones, as I 
understand, other than the little church teas 
and what not, where they would be selling 
crafts, but ours was the first and the biggest 
one and we did it on behalf of the artists and 
they came and sold their own stuff, so it was 
really fun, but I think so many people got into 
it that the profits weren’t there. There would 
be a lot of work that didn’t sell. 

MARA: Oh, I see. 

WILDA: So the artists were having to bring stuff down 
and come back and it was heart breaking to say 
“I’m sorry but we didn’t sell anything.” 

MARA: Oh. 

WILDA: But they didn’t seem to mind that. I was always 
impressed. They would say, “Well, that’s okay. 
I’ll try next year” or “I’ll try next week.” 

MARA: Oh? 

WILDA: But I think it ran thin because there were a 
couple on every weekend, around town. 

MARA: Oh, I see. I hear that you helped knitting for 
Samaritan Club. 
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WILDA: I think it was still then that I think we made 
snow-ladies and snowmen for the tables in the 
cafeteria. 

MARA: Oh. And then you sold them as well. 

WILDA: I think so. 

MARA: So you knit a whole bunch of snowmen one time.  

WILDA: We were later knitting for the babies. Maybe 
they still are, knitting little caps for the 
preemies. 

MARA: That’s right. 

WILDA: And for the layettes. 

MARA: Yes, they’re still doing that. Blankets and 
things like that. Then you did participate in 
the Sales. What departments were you in, in the 
sales? 

WILDA: I can’t remember the Artist’s Showcase because I 
quit quite a few years ago but I was in Men’s 
Wear and Children’s, primarily.  

MARA: Uh huh. 

WILDA: And I think we had quite a little crew that it 
seemed to be biannual. Same crew, same husbands. 

MARA: Lots of fun? Lots of work, but a good group of 
people. 

WILDA: Yes. And I used to go in my scooter and then I 
didn’t go because I felt like I was more in the 
way than I was able to accomplish [anything.] I 
decided not to come.  

MARA: What do you remember about the customers at the 
Sales? 

WILDA: I remember Ruth, she used to be in Children’s. 
Maybe she still is. She’s probably roaming with 
all the people she attracts. Anyway she used to 
be in Children’s and her daughter came down to 
help and had to go to ballet or something after.  

MARA: Uh huh. 

WILDA: At the end of the day, she came to me and said 
“What happened to [my daughter’s] little bag?” 
And I said, “I don’t know. She put down there, 
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somewhere.” Well, it had her ballet slippers in 
and her tutu and all that and somebody came 
along and saw this and said “Oh, I’ll take it 
over there” and she sold it.  

MARA: [laughter] Well, that happens. People put things 
down and they get sold.  

WILDA: That’s the other thing that I’ll tell you was I 
had an aunt who gave me some beads, left them to 
me when she died and they were grey and I 
thought that I didn’t like them so I put those 
in the Sale. It was after the Sale that someone 
came to me and said “Can you imagine, somebody 
sent their black pearls to the Sale.” 

MARA: Oh, dear. 

WILDA: And I didn’t even twig at the time. I remember 
thinking, “I wonder what happened?” But I never 
asked. Anyway, it was quite a while later I 
realized that now I know why it was such a to-do 
about Wilda was to get the black beads when she 
died. 

MARA: Oh? They weren’t beads, at all. I’m sure that 
happens. When you were in the Men’s Department, 
did you ever find money or anything in pockets? 

WILDA: No, I don’t think so. Not significant amounts. 

MARA: Nothing else sort of valuable like that turned 
up? 

WILDA: Anyway, in a way I feel badly. It taught me a 
lesson. I was sorry that I hadn’t kept them, 
because they were valuable but not because I 
liked them. 

MARA: Well, somebody is enjoying them now, I guess. 

WILDA: Well, I started thinking, afterwards, “I wonder 
who would know?” Anybody that I knew who was 
working in that department is gone. 

MARA: Oh? 

WILDA: It was probably moved to the Objects d’Art. 

MARA: Tell me about some of the other members of the 
club that you remember, particularly… people who 
were good friends or people who contributed a 
lot or people you worked with. 
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WILDA: You know, than I can remember individuals, but 
it’s so long since I’ve been there. 

MARA: That’s okay.  So you worked at the Artisan’s 
Showcase and you worked at the Sale. What other 
kinds of things did you do? 

WILDA: Carted my kids to hockey games. My youngest one 
because he was still at home at the time I was 
getting into the Samaritan Club. Anyway, he was 
playing Double A, you know, really serious 
hockey, so every day after school, he had either 
a game or a practise which went on until ’89. 

MARA: Oh, right. 

WILDA: And then he went on to university and played 
hockey there and he played professional hockey 
for about twelve years. 

MARA: Oh, terrific. 

WILDA: That kept me occupied. I wondered what I was 
going to do when I didn’t have any boys in the 
house and I soon found out when I had M.S. That 
happened all about the same time. 

MARA: Oh, that’s not right. Did you serve on the 
executive of the Samaritan Club? 

WILDA: I was Secretary one year. 

MARA: Oh? What was that like? 

WILDA: I felt that it wasn’t very challenging. For one 
thing, I don’t know what the minutes were like 
these days, but then, everything was written 
down and then you would read them at the next 
meeting and it would go on and on. And so I 
talked to Mary Dunlop, who was the President at 
the time, and I said, “My feeling is that the 
only thing that needs to go in these minutes is 
motions passed. You can say something is 
discussed but you don’t have to talk about 
everybody whose opinion was given.”  

MARA: Uh huh. Good point. 

WILDA: So I would have a page and a half of minutes.  

MARA: So you said you were the Secretary and you 
changed the way it was done. 

WILDA: I don’t know whether they still do that. 
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MARA: Well, now they send the minutes by email. People 
read them beforehand and they approve them. All 
that’s done is a motion to vote on them, so they 
are not read out at all.  

WILDA: Well, that’s the way it should be. 

MARA: So, it’s a very smart thing you did. 

WILDA: Well, we would go for a nine o’clock meeting and 
we would have trouble getting out by twelve. 

MARA: Oh? 

WILDA: And you know, an hour or forty-five minutes, at 
least, would be reading the minutes. 

MARA: That’s silly. 

WILDA: There was always a been tendency to be more 
backward focussed than forward focussed, as far 
as young people coming in. 

MARA: Ah? 

WILDA: Pearl was the one who, now she’s not here to 
defend herself, but she would be the one who 
catered to all the past members. It’s good to 
cater to them, but I felt at times it was too 
focussed on backwards, rather than trying to 
keep young people. That’s why it was hard to get 
young people. They would come and there would be 
just a bunch of old people. Not only older 
members, but really older ex-members who had a 
lot of say in the way things went. 

MARA: It’s important to keep up with the times. 

WILDA: It’s important to keep young enough to keep 
attracting….Are you an Active? 

MARA: Yes. 

WILDA: You know, occasionally it comes up that maybe 
it’s had its day, but nobody really wants to see 
that. 

MARA: Mm hmm. 

WILDA: And so I’m really glad to see that it’s spread 
its wings because it was too focussed right here 
[in Mount Royal.]  
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MARA: You’re right, it’s all throughout the whole city 
now.  

WILDA: That’s much better. 

MARA: So, you served as Secretary. You were Active. 
Were you on any committees? 

WILDA: I was on Project Research and so we presented 
some of those things. 

MARA: Some people have said that until fairly 
recently, members would go and visit those 
families that were asking for things.  Did you 
have to do that or were you just getting it 
approved? 

WILDA: No, I never did that. It was my feeling, I don’t 
know if it was a general policy, that the 
contact person was the community nurse. 

MARA: Mm hmm. 

WILDA: And maybe it was just as well that we didn’t 
cross over because Calgary is getting bigger and 
it’s not quite as friendly as it used to be. 

MARA: Uh huh. 

WILDA: One thing of interest, I was selling tickets for 
something…for the doll house, in Chinook Park 
one day and two little kids came up and 
presented $10.00 for three tickets. And I didn’t 
want to say, “You can’t afford this.” But I 
said, “You can buy one if you want.” But she 
said that she wanted three and I guess I asked 
enough that she finally said, “The Samaritan 
Club was so helpful to me when I needed them, 
that it’s worth $10.00 to me.” 

MARA: That’s lovely. 

WILDA: So you know, it comes back, in the funniest ways 
like that. And we often get letters back from 
people who have been helped. 

MARA: That’s pretty nice. 

WILDA: It would be nice if they all did, but I mean, 
your own grandchildren, sometimes won’t always 
thank you so why would we think these people 
would. 
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MARA: But, no you’re right, it’s nice to hear back 
that it’s been important to them. That’s a 
lovely story.  You were selling the tickets to 
the doll house at Chinook Park? 

WILDA: No, it was Chinook Shopping Centre. I think it 
was the doll house that Sheila Mackenzie won. 

MARA: Oh.  

WILDA: Sheila just died, in the last couple of months. 

MARA: Oh, dear. What other committees or special 
events do you remember? I know they used to have 
more teas. 

WILDA: We had several parties. One was a dinner dance 
at the Country Club. We must have been 
celebrating the 75th [anniversary] or something. 

MARA: Yeah. Fancy, dress-up, tuxedo? 

WILDA: Dinner and dance. 

MARA: Were the annual meetings held sometimes at the 
Country Club or sometimes at the Willow Park? 

WILDA: Well it was held in homes.  

MARA: Oh? 

WILDA: Then I think we were at the old Timer’s Building 
after the homes and then we went to Scarborough 
Church. I can’t remember any other place that we 
were at. 

MARA: For the monthly meetings? 

WILDA: And we could get the Old Timer’s Building 
because it was Tuesday and they didn’t normally 
rent it out because it’s available for funerals 
or that sort of thing. Apparently, their staff 
wasn’t there or some sort of thing. They didn’t 
normally have it available Tuesdays. 

MARA: You are thinking the Pioneer’s Cabin? The 
Alberta Pioneers or whatever it was called. 

WILDA: The Old-Timers Building. 

MARA: Okay. [laughter] Do you remember teas or wine 
and cheese parties? 
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WILDA: I think the wine and cheese parties were mostly 
held there. Appreciation in about February 
thanking for the fall Supersale and the Artist’s 
Showcase. 

MARA: Appreciation for the volunteers? 

WILDA: It seems to me it’s been going on the last 
couple of years, hasn’t it? 

MARA: No. They did have a tea this year. 

WILDA: Where was that? 

MARA: At the Pioneer but it was for members, it wasn’t 
for the volunteers. 

WILDA: Well, it was just for members, in those days. I 
mean, we appreciated the volunteers but we 
didn’t have as many volunteers. It would die now 
if we didn’t have volunteers. 

MARA: Absolutely. They are crucial.  

WILDA: So that in the way has been the survivor. 
Because without the Supersale, there isn’t much 
members do except the [casino.] I don’t know if 
you would want to belong to a club so that you 
could serve at a [casino.] 

MARA: Yes, well they used to sell lottery tickets, 
didn’t they? 

WILDA: Well that was before Alberta had casinos. And 
Working Associates are always supposed to go to 
that.   

MARA: Yeah. 

WILDA: I was always in Pearl’s bad books because I was 
too busy to go. 

MARA: To sell lottery tickets? 

WILDA: Well, I felt that as long as I had little kids 
at home, I needed to be home instead of selling 
lottery tickets. 

MARA: Yeah, right. Did you ever have to do the casino? 

WILDA: A couple of times. 

MARA: It’s pretty easy. 
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WILDA: I don’t know how they are doing a 3:00 a.m. 
shift. There was a time when the Elbow Park Old-
timers Hockey Team took the midnight shift. 

MARA: Oh, for the club? 

WILDA: I don’t know when that quit. I recently asked 
someone if that was still going on, but oh, no, 
they haven’t done that for quite a while. 

MARA: What do you remember about the Christmas party 
for the Actives? 

WILDA: Oh, it was lovely. It was always at Pearl’s in 
those days. 

MARA: What do you remember about that? 

WILDA: Oh, she had her house decorated to the gills. 
Mostly decorations that she had bought over the 
years from the Artist’s Showcases. 

MARA: Oh, yeah? 

WILDA: And we would have a gift exchange where somebody 
draws a number and you can take anything that’s 
already open or pick a new gift. What do you 
call that? 

MARA: I don’t know what it’s called but the gifts move 
around. It’s kind of crazy. 

WILDA: And it creates hassle because somebody wants 
what’s over there and she waits for her number 
to come up, and she’ll grab it but somebody 
beats her to it and then takes it from her and 
the other person goes over and takes it back. 

MARA: Kind of fun. There are lots of photos that you 
and I looked at from the Christmas luncheons. 
What else would you like to say about the 
Samaritan Club? 

WILDA: Well, I certainly wasn’t as active as I would 
like. Some people are really, really into it. 
Maybe I would have been if I hadn’t got M.S. 

MARA: Yes, for sure. You’re busy looking after 
yourself. 

WILDA: Who knows what I might have been doing? I don’t 
know. 
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MARA: You mentioned that it was important to you the 
way the money is used in the Samaritan Club. 
Would you like to talk about that? 

WILDA: That’s one thing that I was on, one time, was 
allocating money for the camperships. 

MARA: Oh, yes. Tell me about that. 

WILDA: Well, back then, they kind of frowned on giving 
money to some of the bigger ones, they felt were 
corporate sponsored, so they were trying to find 
the more needy ones. I can’t tell you much about 
it because I can’t remember the names of 
anything. 

MARA: Well, I think sometimes we give to Camp Horizon, 
now. 

WILDA: Camp Horizon, we always liked. They invited us 
out one time and we had a meeting out there. 
They served us and that was a good relationship. 
But is there something called “Freedom?”  

MARA: I can’t think what that is. But that would be 
kind of interesting. 

WILDA: Well, it was. 

MARA: And you mentioned to me that it was important to 
you how the money was used, through the 
Samaritan funding, that the membership paid for 
costs. 

WILDA: I wouldn’t say we paid for the costs. We didn’t 
have any money raising payout. Right now, you 
know, there’s very few charities that all the 
money you give goes anywhere. As a matter of 
fact, you’re lucky if it gets 50%.  

MARA: Yes, that’s right. 

WILDA: The rest goes for collection and office.  And 
I’m always amazed at the amount of money that 
goes through the Samaritan Club, thanks to the 
[casino] and the Sales.  The Samaritan Sale, I 
keep telling people how much we raise in three 
hours. I can’t believe it. 

MARA: Yes. What did you enjoy the most about the 
Samaritan Club? 

WILDA: People. I’m a people person. 
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MARA: The other members and people at the sales? What 
didn’t you like about it? 

WILDA: Oh, I hinted at a few things that I didn’t 
really like, but there was nothing that I was 
mad about. 

MARA: What do you think Calgary people should know 
about the Samaritan Club? 

WILDA: That’s something else. The first time I heard 
about the Samaritan’s Purse, and I think that I 
was on advertising at the time and I phoned 
Rutherford on the radio and I said, “I just want 
to explain the difference between the 
Samaritan’s Purse and the Samaritan Club of 
Calgary.” Well, he was very involved with the 
Samaritan’s Purse and he was no more interested 
in talking to me about the Samaritans of Calgary 
than flying. 

MARA: Oh?  

WILDA: And I quit listening to him after that. I used 
to hear him all the time. He made me mad 
sometimes but he was kind of fun. If it hadn’t 
been in competition with the Samaritan’s purse, 
I think it would have been okay. But he was the 
one who made me realize that we should clarify 
that there were two. 

MARA: Yes, that continues to be a problem, doesn’t it 
– the name? 

WILDA: Yes. 

MARA: So how do you fix that or do you just leave it 
alone. 

WILDA: The easier way would be to just leave it alone. 
We seem to be doing all right in money raising. 
We could always use more but I think for the 
size of the club, we do amazingly well, and the 
money we raise, we may have trouble giving it 
away. So rather than raise dust, why not just 
let it be. 

MARA: Okay. What do you think Calgary people know 
about the Samaritan Club? 

WILDA: Oh, yes. I wish they knew more. 

MARA: What should they know?  
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WILDA: How long we’ve been here. Because it’s 
unbelievable. It’s been over a hundred years. 

MARA: Yes. A hundred years was 2010. 

WILDA: How many organizations have lasted that long? 
And any old-time Calgarians, sooner or later 
you’re going to come across somebody who will 
say, “Oh, I remember the Samaritan Club.” 

MARA: Uh huh. So the history is important. 

WILDA: Mm hmm. 

MARA: Any other thoughts about the Samarian Club? 

WILDA: I don’t think so. 

MARA: Well, thank you very much for doing this. I 
really appreciate it. 

WILDA: You’re welcome. 

 

Thank you to The Calgary Foundation. 

  


